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frenchcore music is a genre that has evolved to a very high level of
detail, making it more complex than ever. we have put together a

collection of all our favorite samples from the past years. the aim of
the pack is to give you the inspiration you need to get started. no
matter which setting you are interested in, we have you covered!

frenchcore is a genre that was recently discovered by many
producers. just as an analogy, imagine you are a drummer and you

want to create your own drum pattern. you know the feel of the
drums, you know the hits and the different drum patterns you can

create, but you cannot just throw your drums together and expect to
have the right feel. you need to use the right drum samples. the same
applies to the frenchcore genre. it was only recently that we started

to get producers in this genre and we now want to share our
knowledge and experience with you. now we are releasing this pack
for free in order to share it with you. the midi files are played by the

roland a-68 keyboard, which is a popular choice for frenchcore
producers. if you want to produce or sample one of the midi files, you

have to download the roland a-68 keyboard. the free frenchcore
loops, samples and sounds listed here have been kindly uploaded by

other users. if you use any of these frenchcore loops please leave
your comments. read the loops section of the help area and our terms

and conditions for more information on how you can use the loops.
any questions on using these files contact the user who uploaded
them. please contact us to report any files that you feel may be in

breach of copyright or our upload guidelines.
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extreme frenchcore is one blistering installment in a series of
industrial strength frenchcore packs. bolster your arsenal with the full

trilogy: d-tox ultimate frenchcore expands your range of kits for ni
battery 4 and ni maschine, while mutante frenchcore introduces

dynamic vocals and scratch sounds. blend these packs together and
theres no stopping the insanity youll stir up. the prima materia bundle
collection includes: mad cuts - a collection of over 800 drum samples.
suitable for all your drum kit needs! maelstrom - this set of samples is

inspired by the sound design work of dan saffer and covers all the
elements of a single shot (top, middle and bottom) of a kick drum. it

contains more than 1,000 samples for both kick and claps. the
catwalk - this pack covers all the elements of a single shot (top,

middle and bottom) of a kick drum. it has more than 1,500 samples!
cobra's revenge - this pack covers all the elements of a single shot

(top, middle and bottom) of a kick drum. it has more than 1,500
samples! cobra's revenge (2) - more samples in this pack including

more top and middle parts for kicks, snare, hats and claps. all
samples are of the cobra's revenge audio clips. that's why the name.
tribecore - a collection of over 1,300 samples perfect for tribal and
tribal house music. all samples from both top, middle and bottom

parts of kicks and claps. frenchcore - a collection of over 1,300
samples perfect for frenchcore, hardstyle, tribalhouse and any other
hard dance genre that needs more variation in their drum sounds.

hardtek - a collection of more than 500 samples for hardtek, hardstyle
and hardhouse music. hardtek (2) - more samples in this pack

including more top and middle parts for kicks, claps, and snares.
frenchcore (2) - more samples in this pack including more top and
middle parts for kicks, claps, snares, hats, and bells. 5ec8ef588b
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